Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, January 2013

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, Architecture Librarian, Syracuse University Library. NOTE: Links to purchasing information taken from Amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller(artbooks.com)

Reader’s Advisory:
The California Digital Library has partnered with DataUp to provide free data archiving for researchers. See details at: http://www.cdlib.org/cdlinfo/2012/10/02/california-digital-library-and-partners-launch-dataup/.

The Medici Granducal Archival Collection, which is among the most exhaustive and complete court archives of early modern Europe, resides at the Archivio di Stato di Firenze. Over the past fifteen years, the Medici Archive Project has been using computing technologies to facilitate scholarly research on this collection. With the launch of BIA, the Medici Archive Project will double its online text content and inaugurate a new digital imaging function by putting online 120,000 digitized documents. The BIA will enable community sourcing with new applications for online manuscript transcription and online forums for scholarly discussion. The Project home page, with access to the Archive, is at: http://www.medici.org/

Disability Histories, a new book series from the University of Illinois Press, seeks scholarship that explores the lived experiences of individuals and groups from a broad range of societies, cultures, time periods, and geographic locations, who either identified as disabled or were considered by the dominant culture to be disabled. Comparative, cross-cultural, and transnational submissions by both junior and more seasoned scholars are encouraged. Series co-editors: Kim E. Nielsen (kim.nielsen2@utoledo.edu) and Michael A. Rembis (marembis@buffalo.edu). Series submissions should include: a 2 page vita and a 5-10 page book synopsis that includes a brief chapter outline, a discussion of competing books and likely audiences, and a discussion of how the project advances the aims of the series.

Booklist:

Architects


Architecture – Israel


Architecture – Italy


Architecture & Society


Architecture, Arts And Crafts


Architecture, Modern


Architecture, Ottoman


Architecture, Renaissance


Architectural Practice


Architectural Theory


Building Types


**Building Materials**


**Landscape**


**Masterworks**


**Urban Design**